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Awesome soundtrack, beautiful artstyle, challenging but rewarding gameplay. Loved it.. This game has no buisness being sold
for money at this stage . It has great concept , and pretty fun to play , BUT the bugs are CRAZY and ALOT of them

Cant save the game played for a few hours saved came back and save file wasnt there did it multiple times still no save file
After awhile your workers get stuck in the caves and wont movme no matter what you do.
Cant pick up dead animals sometimes.
Buildings wont have any action to them but sit there greyed out no build option no upgrade option.
Interface is really bad and sometimes out the blue just dissapears..
Hero sometimes wont attack just sit there getting beat on.
A few others id have to thinkm about im sure , but right now unplayable without being able to save and workers getting stuck in
the caves I had a crap load of wood so i moved ALOT of my workers to start mining stone went took a shower came back 15 of
them was stuck walking in the same spot and couldnt be moved no matter what I did they wer ejust stuck save your money I
wouldnt wish my worse nme to play this game. Wow how this game has improved! When I first played it it was a cool concept
but the the mechanics were still being worked on I guess and the puzzles weren't as good. But now the game is really optimized,
the controls feel right, and the puzzles are challenging and it uses physics well. Plus for a VR game that runs well for the price
it's a steal. A thumbs up from a Rift user.. Very bad designed game that needs some serious work before it is worth its current
price

- object collision is unprecise, you can collide with objects that already clipped out of the bottom. At least two times I got
obstacles so close to each other that it was not possible to pass them
- tried it out in controller mode with Steam Controller: No keys were assigned to any functions, so it didn't work in either the
game or menus
- no explanations or help in game. Other reviews and just randomly smashing keys teached me on how to play
- the soundtrack could be nice if it was longer than a minute
- the sound settings have no function at all
- advertised as dropping cards, but it has no badge. Interesting Creative Paint App, Thought some tools shown in the teaser are
non existing yet. A little expensive for its current features though better than those other costy Creative Paint Apps. Looking
forward for the updates since the program is still in Beta.
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8 hungry Indie Developers of 10.. This game is solid. Its fun, challenging and has unique art and music. The only complaint i
have is the lack of options for controller config. If i could set the mouse to attack and block, and "W" to jump i would be
perfectly happy with this game. With all this said i give this game a huge thumbs up, i recommend it to anyone that loves a
platform RPG themed game. Its just one of those games that gives off good feelings and it really makes me enjoy it. You die
alot, but the game has its own unique way of pulling you back over and over with a huge feeling of accomplishment when you
whip a bosses\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 10\/10 would buy again.. features some unique songs, challenging arppegios
and chord playing. if you can tolerate the cliche lyrics and the singers hilariously bad yarling, then i recomend this pack for the
challenge alone.. This game is pretty good so far just waiting on more content to come out for the game but anyways I did a
really good high quality video on this game for YouTube if anybody wants to see the game before they buy here's a link to the
video https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=_a6a54QeMuU or you can see it in the videos section on my steam profile! :). too
anyone out there plz wait for the full game it take me a lot time waste it take so long to long the f$$$ing game. living out 13 year-
old me's dream xD
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